Abstract
Introduction
Detection of unoccupied frequency by spectrum sensing is primary assignment of cognitive radio. Energy detection is one attractive method because it has the ability of detecting with no priori knowledge. Digham et al. presented the formulas for detection and false alarm probabilities by using diversity technologies such as square-law combining (SLC) and square-law selection (SLS) over AWGN and Rayleigh channels in [1] . Ghasemi et al. investigated the effect of user collaboration on the performance of energy detection in fading channels in [2] . And they demonstrated that collaboration scheme can improve the spectrum utilization, increase the robustness toward noise uncertainty and reduce the time and bandwidth resources. The expressions for detection probability and false alarm probability over Nakagami-m fading channel are derived when the diversity technologies such as selection combining (SC) and equal gain combining (EGC) are employed in [3] [4] . The closed-form expression of detection probability for wireless user in Nakagami channels by using the diversity technology of square-law combining (SLC) is derived in [5] . A double-threshold energy detection algorithm in cognitive radio system is proposed in [7] . And the simulation concludes that this algorithm can decrease the interference of the cognitive user to the primary user with sacrificing spectrum efficiency. Analysis of area under the ROC curve of energy detection in [8] .
In this paper, we use square-law combining (SLC) technology to improve the detecting performance which is weak in double-threshold energy detection algorithm [9] . And we choose Nakagami channel to approximate wireless fading channel. In section II, we describe the double-threshold energy detection with SLC over Nakagami channel when the Nakagami parameters are integral in detail. In section III, the error detection probability is defined to analyze the effect caused by noise interference. Finally, simulation results are demonstrated in section IV, and conclusion is drawn in section V.
Energy detection is widely used to detect unknown signals over fading channels. The energy detector consists of an ideal BP filter, a square law device and a finite time integrator device. The output of the integrator compares with detection threshold l to note whether there is any primary user in the channel. The received signal y(t) can be expressed as
n t H y t hs t n t H ì = í + î (1) where s(t) is the primary signal, n(t) is the additive zero-mean white Gaussian noise, h is the amplitude gain of the channel, both H 1 and H 0 refer to the two hypotheses of signal present and signal absent respectively.
Conventional single-threshold energy detection algorithm is described in Figure 1 . Y is the output of the integrator. When Y l > , the primary user presents, depicted as H 1 , on the contrary, the primary user absents, depicted as H 0 .
Figure1. Single-threshold energy detection decision
The detection probability, false alarm probability and miss probability over AWGN channels can be evaluated as follows respectively [ 
where Y is the output of the integrator, g is the signal-to-noise (SNR), l is the detection threshold, N=TW is time bandwidth product (T is observation time interval, W is one sided bandwidth), (.,.) N Q is the generalized Marcum Q-function, (.) G and (.,.) G are complete and incomplete gamma function separately [6] .
Energy detection over Nakagami channel
The probability density function (PDF) of g over Nakagami-m channel is
where m is the Nakagami parameter, g is the average SNR. And in this paper only m being integral is considered.
The false alarm probability has no relation to SNR, so false alarm probability over Nakagami channel can also be written as (3) .
The average detection probability can be given by
The closed form formulas of detection probability over Nakagami channel can be obtained as [1]
where 1 1 (.;.;.) F is the confluent hypergeometric function [6] . The expression of 1
where
Double-threshold energy detection algorithm
Because of noise uncertainty in actual communication environment, the error detection probability in conventional energy detection is comparative high. Double-threshold algorithm with two detection thresholds ( 0 l and 1 l ) can solve the problem. Its decision is showed in Figure 2 . Only when So the detection probability, false alarm probability and miss probability over AWGN channels with double-threshold can be written as [7] 
Comparing formula (2) and (9),
include that the double-threshold algorithm decreases the detection probability. Then we propose squarelaw combining diversity technology to solve this problem. The outputs of square-law devices, where L is the number of diversity branches, are combined to yield a new decision statistic as
where Y k indicates the statistic from the kth path.
To double-threshold energy detection, false alarm probability over Nakagami channel with L square-law diversity combining is , 0
where the Nakagami parameter m is integral.
Referring to equation (7), detection probability can be expressed as[5]
where 1
SLC
A can be given as
Since { } In addition, after replacing each l by 1 l in formulas (13), (14) and (15), detection probability and false alarm probability in double-threshold algorithm can be developed.
Performance analysis
In order to analyze the effect of noise interference, we define a performance parameter which called error detection probability. Error detection probability is the sum of probability of the primary user which is not detected definitely, but in fact it is existed and probability of the primary user maybe be detected, while in face it is not present. And the expression is
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Error detection probability indicates how big uncertainty of spectrum sensing which is caused by noise interference effect on detecting performance. The larger error detection probability is, the more serious the effect caused by noise interference, on the contrary, there is less effect.
There is one threshold in conventional single-threshold energy detection algorithm. So that, the probability of the primary user which is not detected, but in fact existed，is also the miss probability. Meantime the probability of the primary user which is detected, while in face not present， is also the false alarm probability.
So it is clear that in single-threshold energy detection algorithm the error detection probability is the sum of miss probability and false alarm probability.
In double-threshold energy detection algorithm with square-Law combining over Nakagami channel, the probability of the primary user which is not detected definitely, but in fact it is existed is expressed as ( )
Similarly, the probability of the primary user maybe be detected, while in face it is not present is expressed as
So error detection probability in square-law combining with double-threshold over Nakagami channel can be written as
Simulation results
In this section we study detecting performance of our scheme through simulation. Figure 4 presents Complementary ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves under Nakagami channel for different Nakagami parameter when the number of diversity branches is two. We can see that the larger the value of Nakagami parameter is, the smaller miss probability becomes which means the better energy detecting works.
In order to figure out how different number of diversity branches effects on sensing performance, we simulate miss probability versus false alarm probability when the number of diversity branches increases from 1 to 4 in Figure 5 . As seen in this figure, detecting performance with square-law combining is better than with no diversity (when the number of diversity branches L=1). Furthermore, miss probability becomes lower with the increase of number of diversity branches significantly. In Figure 6 we plot error detection probability versus threshold over Nakagami channel with variation of detection threshold. It can be observed that error detection probability in double-threshold is decreased comparing to single-threshold with no diversity. And it in double-threshold with SLC (the number of diversity branches L=2) is much lower than no diversity. It can be concluded that the effect of noise interference can be restrained when using double-threshold algorithm.
Error detection probability versus SNR over Nakagami channel with variation of detection threshold can be illustrated in Figure 7 . Compared to single-threshold, error detection probability in doublethreshold is smaller. Further, the larger the number of diversity branches is, the more improvement detecting performance is. In addition, we can see that, when SNR<5dB error detection probability is approximate between single and double threshold, and when SNR>5dB the improvement becomes significant. This Figure verifies the above conclusion deeply that detecting performance in doublethreshold is effected less by noise interference compared to single-threshold, and SLC technology can make the improvement significantly. Besides reducing the error detection probability, double-threshold scheme may also sacrificing detection probability which is significant in spectrum sensing. In the meantime square-law combining diversity can increase the detection probability. Complementary ROC curves under Nakagami channel with different threshold and different number of diversity branches are exhibited in Figure 8 . Figure 8 shows us that miss probability in double-threshold scheme is larger than single-threshold scheme with no diversity. So it can be said that double-threshold scheme has worse detection performance with no diversity. Nevertheless, miss probability in double-threshold scheme with SLC is largely decreased comparing to both double and single threshold scheme with no diversity. It is concluded that SLC technology improves the detecting performance in double-threshold energy detection. Detection probability versus SNR over Nakagami channel with different threshold and different number of diversity branches can be observed in Figure 9 . From Figure 9 , miss probability in doublethreshold with no diversity is bigger than single-threshold with no diversity. Though after leading in SLC, miss probabilty is mainly decreased. In addition, when SNR is small, miss probabilty in doublethreshold with SLC is larger than it in single-threshold with no diversity, when SNR is bigger enough, detecting performance in double-threshold with SLC is becoming better than it in single-threshold with no diversity. And the larger the number of diversity branches is, the earlier detecting performance in double-threshold with SLC should become better than it in single-threshold with no diversity. It vertifies the conclusion deeply that SLC technology improves the weak detecting performance in doublethreshold energy detection partly.
Conclusion
We propose an energy detection scheme in double-threshold with square-law combining. And Nakagami channel is used to imitate fading environment. Simulation results show that double-threshold algorithm can greatly reduced error detection probability of energy detection. Moreover the improvement is significant when square-law combining technology is used. Which means our algorithm can restrain the effect from noise interference effectively. In addition, square-law combining technology can increase low detection probability caused by double-threshold algorithm when SNR is larger enough. 
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